
GCSE Media Studies
Learning Journey

Composing your  
own melody 

using the 
pentatonic scale

YEAR

7
Learningand

performing a simple 
melody

Introductionto using
Apple Macs and 

loading/saving files

Identifying
rhythmic
notation

Correct 
finger 

patterns for  
performing 

scales

Recording a software 
instrument track on Logic 

Pro Using loops

Performing 
short pieces 

from the 
Caribbean, 

Indonesia and  
Africa

Learning 
how the 
voice can 
be used 
to create 
a variety 

of musical  
sounds 
within 
various 
genres

Using music technology 
to record vocals and 

add FX

How to write lyrics 
with an awareness of 
syllables and meter

Finding, editing and 
creating loops on Logic 

Pro

Understanding  
the terms 

rhythm, pulse 
and meter

Using the notes of a triad to
compose a fanfare or using the

notes of a triad to remix the song 
‘Eleanor Rigby’

Developing texture  
and ensemble 

performing

Composing music alongside 
choreography and drama

Develop your 
use of chords 

on the 
keyboard

Identifying the instruments and 
features of music from other cultures

How sounds can be created and 
varied using everyday items and 

objects Perform an 
improvisation

Understand the  
Blues Scale

Understand the term 
‘Walking Bass’

Perform ‘Bittersweet
Symphony’

KS3 Music 
Learning Journey

Learning the
basic rules of
improvising

Learn how the major
and minor scales are 

used in music

Composing  
rhythms 

and 
designing a  

melodic 
shape

Learn what is meant by 
the term ‘remix’

Use Quantise and Score Edit window 
to tidy up a recorded improvisation

Finding world music instrument samples 
on music software

Using dynamics with a vocal
performance

Prepare a 
presentation  

on a Rock 
Band

Component Key:

Performing

Composing

Learn about how The 
Beatles influenced and 
shaped popular music

Learn about Rock music 
features and key words

Topic: Filming Music 
Performing

Compose your own Riffs 
and Melodic ideas

Use Logic Pro ‘time shift’ 
and ‘pitch shift’ functions

Compose a clear melody

Perform a 
Film & TV 

piece using 
the GCSE 

Music mark  
scheme

Create your own Film Music

Perform ‘Rock 
Around The Clock’

Topic:Changing 
Places

Topic: 
Major/Minor

Topic: World  
Music

Composing a short
jingle

Topic: 
Vocalisations

Topic: ChordsPlayingchords and
extended chords on 

keyboard

Topic: Stomp  
Out Loud

Using the acapella app to record 
a Stomp video performance

8
YEAR

Topic: The Blues 
& Jazz

Topic: Rock  
Music

Develop 
performance  
skillson Rock 
instruments

Topic: 
Remixes

Perform a simple house 
music melody line and chord 

pattern

Learn how music 
can evoke and 

enhance visuals 
and media

Topic: Film 
Music 

Composing

Create a backing track on
Logic software

Using music technology to 
link sound & vision

Topic: Club 
Dance Music

Use Logic Software to
produce/compose in a Club 

Dance style

Learn about the 
way tempo 

changes within 
various Club 
Dance styles

Use loops, software instrument
tracks and automation to create 

an atmosphere

Learn how to use
DJ equipment

Perform a selection of synth-based
house and trance club dance pieces

Compose your own drum
and synth tracks

Theory & Concepts

Music Technology

Learn how to use music 
technology as an alternative to

live performing


